
EASYPAVE GRID 
GRASS / GRAVEL PAVING SYSTEM

Introducing Standartpark EasyPave Grid! 2 Inches in height, will with-
stand loads up to 88,000 lbs without even anything inside it, and even 
comes with the ability to utilize installation anchors (optional). So what 
is better about this than the competition? We have put a lot of thought 
into the engineering of this unit.

#1 RATED PERMEABLE PAVING SYSTEM ON THE MARKET!
Taller than all others - Taller means more material can fill, which means more 
strength, which means no erosion of materials going everywhere. 

"S" turn grid design - We designed our EasyPave system with wave type de-
signs that narrow at the edges. This allows for more strength, meaning ultra 
heavy loads such as plow trucks, semi trucks, and even tanks can go over this 
- and that is even when its not filled! 

Slide and Lock Installation  - Our push and lock installation leaves NO room 
for disconnection. Other pave grids come with a push down mechanism... al-
lowing for easy disconnect when something is driving over it. Because our units 
connect horizontally, no amount of pressure from above or below will cause 
this to disconnect. 

USES 

 ⇢ Patios
 ⇢ Driveways (grass and 
gravel)

 ⇢ Parking lots / Pads (grass 
and gravel)

 ⇢ Shed / Pad Bases

Article 8100-CH

Material 100% Recycled Polyethylene

Coverage Each unit covers 3.3 SQ feet

Dimensions 26"L x 18" W x 2"H

Load Class D - 88000 LBS

PARAMETERS

Anchor System (optional) - Our EasyPave system comes with the ability to use 
installation anchors. No other Paving system comes with these. This will not 
only hold in place your grid, but makes the reliability far superior and literally 
becomes "one with the ground". 

Air and Permeability - Most Paving systems have a very tight ship when it 
comes to permeability. As you can see, grass and erosions issues will simply 
not happen with Standartpark's Easy Pave. Water penetrates directly through 
the bottom without hitting a stop. If you want to plant grass, no problem! It 
grows through our systems just fine!

Cost! - You can price out all the competition with our EasyPave Grid. But we 
guarantee you will not find the height, load class, design, installation ease at a 
lease expensive price! Also remember .... FREE SHIPPING!

We do recommend ordering 10-15% in overage in your project, as the dimen-
sions of the grid and your installation might not be exact. And as always we do 
have free returns if you have some left over!
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